Aligned to the Common Core Grades 5-9

Discussion points, activities, and
writing prompts to help educators
use A Little Wicked as a classroom
read aloud or as a selection for
independent reading. Great for
book clubs, too!

About the Author
Proud of her homeland and her heritage, Janet Macreery
travels the United States and Scotland with her husband to learn
more about the history and culture of both countries. She lives
in the shadow of Washington, DC. A Little Wicked is her debut
novel.

This guide was created by Marcie Colleen, a former teacher with a BA in English Education from
Oswego State and a MA in Educational Theater from NYU. Marcie can often be found writing
picture books at home in Brooklyn, NYC. Visit her at www.thisismarciecolleen.com.
Guide content © Copyright 2015 by Marcie Colleen. Available free of charge for educational use
only; may not be published or sold without express written permission.
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About the Book
It is 1692 and Dory's life is as carefree as clan living can be. As the spirited 12-year-old
granddaughter to the chief of the MacDonalds of Glencoe, Dory spends her free time
hunting with her buzzard, Merlin, and cattle-rustling with the men. When her clan is
attacked in the most heinous way, her best friend Gilbert is killed and her family is
ripped apart. She must flee her home.
Protected by only a timid lad for an escort and her mother's cairngorm necklace, Dory
hikes through the rough terrain of the Highlands to the port city of Greenock where she
talks her way onboard a ship bound for America.
On the ocean voyage, Dory is forced into disguise and must survive the taunts and
pranks of the crewmembers. Merlin is not the only bird she must control on the open
seas. She must also keep the captain's annoying parrot from disturbing him or face one
of the brutal punishments doled out at sea.
Once in the Massachusetts Bay Colony of the New World, Dory must find her relatives
and prove she is family. The town is in the grips of a terrible and enigmatic menace.
While still mourning all that she has lost, Dory tries to find where she fits in this new
and sometimes terrifying place.
Dory has survived an attack on her clan, trekking through the Scottish wilderness, and
terrors at sea only to land in a town gripped by madness. Dory must learn not to stand
out, as those who do are accused of witchcraft.
The story of Dory begins during the infamous Glencoe Massacre and ends during the
Salem witch trial crisis. These events provide the backdrop for the story of an
intelligent, compassionate girl who is thrust into unimaginable situations and ultimately
finds her own life on the line.

Common Core Aligned for Grades 5-9
5th grade: ELA. RI.5.1,2,3,4,6, 7, 8, 9; W.5.3a-e,4; SL.5.4,5; L.5.1,2,3,4
6th grade: ELA. RI.6.1,2,3,4,5,6,9; W.6.3a-e,4; SL.6.1a,3,4,5; L.6.1,2,3,4a,c,d
7th grade: ELA. RI.7.1,2,3,4,5,6,9; W.7.3a-e,4; SL.7.4,5; L.7.1,2,3
8th grade: ELA. RI.8.1,2,3,4,6,9; W.8.3a-e,4; SL.8.1a,3,5; L.8.1,2,3,4a,c,d; RH.68.1,2,4,6; WSH.6-8.7,8,9
9th grade: ELA. RI.9-10.1,2,4,5,6,8,9; W.9-10.3a-e,4; SL.9-10.1,4,5; L.910.1,2,4a,c,d; RH.9-10.1,2,4; WSH.9-10.7,8,9
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Before You Read…
1. Take a close look at the front cover illustration of A Little Wicked. Describe what
you see. Can you make any predictions of the time period or setting of the
novel? Can you predict what this book might be about? What from the
illustration and title of the book supports your prediction?
2. Read the text on the back cover. What do you learn about the book from this
blurb?
3. Read Janet Macreery’s biography. Why do you think Macreery was interested in
writing this story? What about her background might have led to this novel?
4. List at least five questions that you have about this novel after looking at the
front and back covers.
5. Look closely at the design of the book: the colors, text, any illustrations, word
choice. How would you describe the design of the book?
6. Who do you think is the intended audience of this book? If you saw this book on
a shelf, would you want to read it? Why or why not?
7. Visit https://janetmacreery.wordpress.com. The book trailer is located on this
page. Listen to the book trailer for A Little Wicked, but do not watch it. Focus on
the music. Jot down any images or words that come to mind while listening to
the trailer. What mood does the music set? Does the music evoke a certain time
or place?
8. Now watch the book trailer without sound. Jot down any words or images that
stand out to you or words that come to mind. Share your list with the rest of
the class. Are there similarities on the class lists? Is there anything on
someone’s list that you didn’t have?
9. Lastly, watch and listen to the book trailer. How do the music, visuals, and words
combine to give you an overall feel for the book?
Write one paragraph describing your thoughts about the book, and include one
question you have that you hope to learn the answer to when you read. Share your
paragraph with the class.
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Vocabulary
A Little Wicked contains many words which may be new for students. Some of these
words are specific to Dory’s Scottish culture.
Prior to reading, it might be beneficial to have students acquaint themselves with a few
of the more difficult or unfamiliar words.


Using the vocabulary list below, have students investigate the definitions.



As a class, create a Master Vocabulary List of the words below with their
definitions for easy reference while they read A Little Wicked.



Once the Master Vocabulary List is created, review the words and definitions.



Can the class make predictions about the kind of story or any incidents that
might occur in the story based solely on this vocabulary list?



What kind of story would they tell if they were to use all of these words?

bothie

hillock

clan

tartan

skylark

incinerated

baile

obliterated

darna shealladh

avenge

looting

reinforcements

atrocity

fortnight

glen

outcropping

skulked

foreboding

heinous

vole

trews

dirk

concessions

glower

“unfrozen burn”

kindling

addle-brain

“bean nighe”

feeble

obstinate

cairn

indignant

elf-bolt

kelpie

flint

wraiths

firth

steerage

traverse

neophyte

rife

insubordination

keelhauling

regimented

rancid

bosun

brine

turmoil

disorientation

incredulous

trencher

poppets

gaol

gossip

Wabanaki
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Additional Vocabulary Exploration:
While the students read A Little Wicked, ask them to look carefully for additional words
they do not know. As soon as they come across a new vocabulary word, they should
jot it down on the Master Vocabulary List.


Look up the unknown word in the dictionary.



Come up with a way to remember what the word means. Using Total Physical
Response, students can create an action that symbolizes the word and helps
them remember it.



Encourage students to use context clues from the text to infer the meaning.
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Escape—Chapters 1-5
1. A Little Wicked begins in the early hours of The Glencoe Massacre on February
13, 1692. Describe this opening scene.
a. Conduct a quick Internet search to find some historical facts about The
Glencoe Massacre.
b. Who were the MacDonalds?

Who is Dory?

c. Who were the Campbells?

Draw an outline of a human figure, which will
represent Dory, on a large piece of paper.

d. Discuss Dory’s story in relation
to the historical facts
researched about The Glencoe
Massacre.
2. Dory believes her clan might have
suspected an attack. What clues lead
her to believe this?

Using Chapters 1-5 as evidence, write any known
details about Dory inside the outline.
Outside the outline, discuss and write any
questions about Dory that the class might have.

3. Mother explains that MacDonalds are “kind enough to take in our enemy but
smart enough not to trust them.” What do you think she means by this?
a. Why do the Campbells and MacDonalds distrust each other?
b. Describe in your own words the scene when the Campbells first arrive at
the MacDonalds and ask for shelter.
c. Draw Dory’s family tree. Be sure to include how the two clans are
connected.
4. The death of MacIain, Dory’s grandfather, brings with it many changes to the
clan. How so?
a. What is the new clan leader’s plan? Why?
5. Dory fears that Merlin has died in the attack. Who is Merlin? Why do you think
Merlin means so much to Dory?
6. The clan works together to prepare a camp.
a. What are some of the tasks they accomplish?
b. What is Dory’s assignment? Why?
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c. Describe how the clan spends their time at the camp.
7. What news does Alasdair, Dory’s father, bring upon his return?
8. What news does Gilbert’s mother tell Dory?
9. When the Hendersons return from their scouting, who do they bring back? What
is their report?
10. With a quick change of plans, what is Calum’s duty?
a. What is the reason given for this new change of plans?
b. How does Dory feel about this new plan?

Making Connections:

So many things have changed for Dory since the attack. She has lost her home,
her mother, and her best friend. Now her father is sending her away, perhaps
never to return.
Put yourself in Dory’s shoes. What if you were sent away from your home? Write
a farewell letter to your home. Include what, and who, you are going to miss and
what you wish you could take with you. What are you scared or anxious about?
What are you excited or curious about?

Predict:

Based on chapters 1-5 and what you already know, what dangers do you think Calum
and Dory will face on their journey? Do you think they will both safely make it? Why
or why not? Be sure to use text clues to support your answer.
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Refugee—Chapters 6-12
1. What does it mean to be a
clan member according to
Dory? Calum? The
Hendersons?
2. How does Calum believe
Merlin survived? What does
the story of Merlin’s survival
say about Gilbert and his
relationship to Dory?

Who is Calum?
Draw an outline of a human figure, which will represent
Calum, on a large piece of paper.
Using Chapters 6-12 as evidence, write any known details
about Calum inside the outline.
Outside the outline, discuss and write any questions about
Calum that the class might have.

3. Before she is sent away,
John gives Dory supplies.
What is in each of the sacks? What is the purpose of each item?
4. Dory believes in the supernatural. Calum believes in faith and the natural.
a. What are some examples from the text that show Dory’s beliefs?
b. What are some examples from the text that indicate what Calum
believes?
c. Are your own beliefs closer to Dory’s or Calum’s? Why?
d. What do you think “a little wicked goes a long way” means?
5. How is Dory and Calum’s journey made more difficult by the weather? What are
some of the ways they stay warm?
6. On page 44, Dory has a dream or a premonition. Describe the dream in your own
words. What do you think it means? Why do you think she had this dream?
7. The old woman’s house, although inviting, makes both Calum and Dory
uncomfortable. As a class, discuss what feels uncomfortable. Would you have
stayed or left?
8. To not be dishonorable, Calum and Dory decide to chop wood for the old woman
before sneaking off. Why?
a. Why do they agree that this chore is the best choice?
b. What interrupts their chopping?
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c. What appears to have been the old woman’s plan?
9. What does Calum tell Dory about why she has to go to The New World? Why does
she then decide to willingly go?
10. Dory and Calum do not really get to say goodbye. Describe their last scene
together.
a. What do you think Calum would say to Dory if he had time to say
goodbye?
b. What do you think Dory would say to Calum if she had time to say
goodbye?
c. How has their relationship changed through the course of their journey?
11. What is the deal that Dory strikes with Captain Harris?

Making Connections:
There are some clear similarities between the old woman’s house that Dory and
Calum stumble upon and the old tale of Hansel and Gretel.

Through either a computer or library search, collect a few versions of Hansel and
Gretel.
What are the similarities? What are the differences?
Then create your own version of the story using a combination of Hansel and
Gretel and Dory and Calum.
Share the new tales with the class.

Predict:

Captain Harris informs Dory that she will need to disguise herself as a boy while
aboard his ship. Why?
Dory does not have money. How will she use her wits to find the appropriate
disguise?
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The Raven—Chapters 13-19
1. The act of changing her clothes proves emotionally painful for Dory. Why?
a. How is Dory’s Scottish identity part of her clothes?
b. What identity does Dory have with her new clothes?
c. Describe Dory’s new look.
2. Life aboard The Raven is quite different from Dory’s life in the glen. As you read
chapters 13-19, take notes on her life on the ship. Be sure to include:


All of the characters found on the ship,



Duties on the ship,



Descriptions using the five senses.
Then, write a diary entry as if you were Dory and include as many of your notes
as possible.

3. On page 80, Dory assists Charles and Ephram in measuring the speed of the ship
using nautical knots. Describe this process. And then conduct an Internet
search about nautical knots to measure speed and how they are used today.
4. Living on the ship proves dangerous for Dory. How does she use her wit to get
out of some scary situations with Captain Harris and other crew members?
5. Dory describes Gerry’s lashing as “power gone awry” or “punishment as
entertainment.” What do you think she means by this? What are other incidents
that indicate power has gone awry on the ship?
6. When Dory is thrown overboard during the storm, what do you think causes her
to fight for survival? Use textual evidence to support your answer.
7. List the times in which Merlin saves Dory.
8. In many ways, Dory’s clan back in Scotland and the crew of The Raven are
similar. They both “work together, even losing a few members, in order for the
group to survive.” Using the first nineteen chapters of A Little Wicked, write a
800 word comparative essay in which the clan and the crew’s differences and
similarities are discussed.
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Heave Ho! Game
Heave ho! is a game based on sailor commands that the Teacher or Leader shouts out while the kids strike a
certain pose or do a certain action. Any kid who does not do the appropriate command for each word will
be held in “The Hull” until the Teacher shouts “Breakout!” and they can rejoin the game.
It is best to introduce only a few of the commands at a time so kids do not get overwhelmed.
Command

Action

Steerage

curl into a ball on the floor and freeze until the command “Land Ho” is given

Crew

move around the room, pantomime working on the ship

Larboard

skip left

Starboard

dance right

Heave!

Jump up and down

Ho!

four students form a conga line

Bow

form a boat with 4 people. The person in front raises their hand.

Stern

form a boat with 4 people. The person in back raises their hand.

Captain Harris

Hide from view until the command “Land ho!” is given

Making Connections:

Many of the crew members were bullies to Dory just because she was different and
new.
Have you ever known anyone who was bullied? Why do you think this person
bullied?
As a friend, write a letter of advice to a person who is bullied, letting them know
the best way to handle their situation.
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Salem—Chapters 20-26
Finding Uncle Justin

1. Rewrite the scene in which Dory
meets Uncle Justin and Aunt Orlie
from either Justin or Orlie’s point of
view. What do they think or feel
about the meeting?

Dory needs to quickly find Uncle Justin in the
crowds of the docks before The Raven is
unloaded.
Create a stack of cards, one for each member of
the class.

2. What do you know about the Salem
Witch Trials?

On five of the cards write “I know Justin Cooper.
You get one extra minute.”

a. As a class, create a quick list
of what you know about the
witch trials.

On one of the cards write “I am Justin Cooper.”
All other cards are left blank.

b. Visit the library or computer
lab. Then, find out as much
as you can about the Salem
Witch Trials in thirty minutes.

Pick one student to be Dory. Hand out cards to
each of the other students.
Put two minutes on the timer.

c. Create a list of facts.

The student who is Dory must then approach
students in class and say, “Do you know Justin
Cooper?”

d. Report your researched facts
to the class.
e. Add the researched facts to
the list and verify if all of the
previous facts on the list were
correct.

The goal of the game is to find the student with
the Justin Cooper card before the time runs out.
The game can be played many times to allow
others to be Dory.

3. List five words to describe Uncle
Justin. List five words to describe Aunt Orlie. Do you think Dory can trust them?
4. Describe Salem based on what Dory observes and what she is told.
5. Dory is asked to change her clothing again and therefore change her identity.
What identity does Dory now take on?
a. In what ways does Dory need to deny who she really is in Salem?
6. What are some of the rules Dory is told that she must follow in order to avoid
being accused of witchcraft?
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7. What does it mean to be accused based solely on “spectral evidence”? Why is
this worrisome?
a. How is this different from Bridget Bishop’s accusation?
8. Describe Morgan and the other young girls. If you were Dory would you try to
be friends with them? Why or why not?
9. Why is it dangerous for Aunt Orlie to speak on Goody Nurse’s behalf?
a. Do you think Aunt Orlie should speak for Goody Nurse during the trial?
Why or why not?
10. Describe Goody Nurse’s trial. Was it fair? Why or why not? Use textual
evidence to support your answer.

Making Connections:
Dory had lost her clan and her glen, yet Orlie and Justin take Dory into their home
and call her family.
What does “home” and “family” mean to you? Create a collage poster of your own
definition of home and family.

Predict:
Who do you think poses the most danger to Dory in Salem: Reverend Parris? Aunt
Orlie? Uncle Justin? Merlin? Morgan? The gossiping townspeople? Herself? Explain
your answer.
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Dory—Chapters 27-35
1. A name represents a person and their identity. How does Dory react to writing
her name for the first time?
a. Dory is asked to choose a last name. Why do you think she chose Cooper?
b. What last name would you have chosen if you were Dory? Why?
2. Dory meets her first real friend in The
New World at the water. Who is he?
a. How do they spend their time
together?
b. Why do the people of Salem
have a problem with the
Wabanaki?
c. Why do Aunt Orlie and Uncle
Justin have a problem with the
Wabanaki?
d. How does having a Wabanaki
friend cause trouble for Dory?
3. How does the Salem Witch Hunt
intensify in the summer months?

What’s in a Name?
A Family Crest has long been a symbol of a
family's identity and values. Originally used to
identify warriors dressed in armor, family crests
or coats of arms have been passed down through
generations.
However, most of us are not directly connected
with these ancestors, or the symbols of
yesteryear are not representative of who our
family is today.
What kinds of symbols and colors do you think
would represent Dory’s family?
Create your own family crest using symbols and
colors to represent and identify who your family
is.

a. “Some who have confessed
are recanting.” Why?
b. Aunt Orlie suggests that Dory
“be invisible.” What does she
mean?

Additionally, the Scottish use tartans to represent
clans and districts. Conduct research on tartans
and design one to represent your family or school
community.

4. Uncle Justin says, “to think this all started because some girls used an egg to
find out who their husbands will be.” What do you think he means?
a. How do you think this incident led to the witch hunt?
b. How is this situation like the story of Margaret, Morgan and the Wabanaki
boy?
c. What do you think happened to Margaret? Explain your opinion.
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5. Describe the conditions in the prison or gaol using all five senses.
6. What is Uncle Justin’s plan for getting Dory out of prison? What is Dory’s plan?
7. Why does Dory say, “I cannot run again”?
a. What does this say about how Dory is adjusting to her new life in Salem?
b. How does her attitude about her new life affect her plan for getting out of
prison?
8. When Dory meets with Reverend Lewis she relies on two things: her identity and
her wit. How?
9. Back at home, Dory changes into Margaret’s clothes again. How is this
significant to Dory’s identity?
10. Explain the “little wicked” used by Dory to get out of prison and help clear the
names of others accused of witchcraft.
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After You Read…
Below are a few final project ideas for the conclusion of A Little Wicked.
1. Using the Internet, research existing memorials or monuments to the victims of both
the Salem Witch Trials and the Glencoe Massacre. Then in groups of 3-4, create
your own tribute to either the victims of the Glencoe Massacre or the Salem Witch
Trials. Use both words and visuals. Share these statues with the rest of the class.
2. Create a written and visual overview of either the Glencoe Massacre or the Salem
Witch Trials.
The project must be a type-written 5 page paper and with additional


Pictures



Timelines

3. Janet Macreery is proud of both her Scottish and American heritage and therefore
wrote A Little Wicked in order to bring that heritage to life and share with others.
If you were to write a historical novel based on your own heritage, where would you
set it?


Research a country or area that some of your ancestors are from and pick a
significant historical event that happened in that country.



For example, maybe your family is Irish and you decide to set your story
during the Irish Potato Famine of 1845-1852. Or maybe your ancestors are
from California during the time of the Gold Rush.
o Research the historical event in the library or on the Internet.
o Once you have the historical facts, set yourself in that story and build
the fiction.
o Create a 500 word synopsis of the historical fiction story based on your
own heritage.
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